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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In western culture there has been a tendency ~or 
treat1ng emotions w1th suspicion and contempt, as i~ 
emotions were alien or seperate ~rom the normal ~unct1oning 
human being. According to prom1nent transpersonal 
psychologists and mental health pract1oners, Welwood <1983) 
and Van Kaam <1983>, a dualistic attitude toward emotions, 
which sees them as something other than s•l~, can lead to 
trying to get rid o+ them by acting them out or suppresss1ng 
them. A human emotion ~or.which this has certainly been the 
case is the emot1on o+ anger. 
Anger has been de~ined by Novaco <1975> as an a~~ect1ve 
stress reaction to provoking events. Anger involves both 
cognitive, physiological and behavioral components and can 
be seen as a natural part o+ the adaptive human re~ponse to 
danger. Yet, many psychological and physiological problems 
have some etiology in maladaptive responses o~ anger 
<Andersen, 1985). I~ not dealt with in a construct1ve 
manner, anger may also result 1n v1olence and aggress1on. 
In a society in which an average o~ 609 violent cr1mes per 
100,000 people are commited each year <U.S census bureau, 
1987), anger is a signi~icant problem which merits extens1ve 
r-eseach. On a clinical level, the 1nab1l1ty to manage anger-
1s one OT the pr-imar-y r-easons 1nd1v1duals seek help 
<DeTTenbacher-, Star-k, Hogg, and Br-andon, 1987). Managing 
anger- is a necessar-y psychological skill, both in ter-ms OT 
selT-r-egulation OT tension states and with r-espect to 
inter-per-sonal 1nter-a~tion and r-elationships <Novaco, 1975). 
Anger- management can also be an impor-tant inte~vention 
in the psychological development OT inst1tutional1zed 
adolescents who may have pr-oblems dealing with anger- and 
aggr-ession <Fe1ndler- and Ecton, 1986). Although ther-e is a 
var-1ety OT pr-evalent adolescent ·behav1or- pr-oblems, anger-
management is a cr-itical ar-e~ 'Tor- inter-vention. Juveniles 
account Tor- 12% OT the population OT the U~S., but account 
Tor- 39% OT the ar-r-ests TOr- the OTTenses OT homicide, r-ape, 
r-obbber-y, aggr-avate9 assult, bur-glar-y, lar-ceny, motor-
vehicle theTt, and ar-son <Feindler-, 1986). Incidents OT 
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anger- or- aggr-ess1on may also inter-Ter-e with the adolescent's 
Tunctioning in school, in the home, or- in the community at 
lar-ge and r-esult in negative consequences TOr- these soc1al 
systems. 
anger-
Fur-ther-mor-e, the cont1nuous exper-~ence OT intense 
can be phys1cally hairmTul to the adolescent in ter-ms OT 
psychosomatic pr-oblems which he 01"" she may SUTTer- as a 
consequence. 
Ther-e ar-e sever-al theor-etical positions that have been 
used as a basis TOt'" the tr-eatment OT maladaptive anger- 1n 
adolescents. In the past, oper-ant condition1ng <Goldste1n, 
1983 ~eviews these app~aaches.> and social lea~n1ng theory 
<Bandura, 1973> have been used in an e~~a~t to help 
adal~scents manage their anger. Ma~e recently, 
cagn1t1ve-behavia~al approaches, such as Stress Inacculatian 
Tra1ning <SIT>, Social Skills Train1ng <SST>, and Aggress1an 
Replacement Training <ART> have been ~sed to tra1n 
adolescents 1n anger-management sk1lls, using a group ~a~mat 
<Feindler, 1986, Goldste1n and Glick, 1987, Sarson and 
Sarson, 1981>. 
A new and e~citing theoretic~! approach to dealing with 
emotional problems comes ~ram the.merger a~ western and 
eastern practises in psychology called the transpersanal 
approach <Tart, 1975, Welwaad~ 1983, and Wilbur, 1980>. 
This approach ta'dealing with psychalag1cal problems, such 
as anger, emphasizes view1ng them 1n term~ a~ heightening 
awareness a~ the emotions .. 'Gestalt Therapy is another 
signi~fcant position which uses the concept a~ awareness 1n 
the treatment a~ anger in clients. However, s1milar to the 
Transpersanal approaches, l1ttle research has been dane 1n 
terms a~ treatment·p~agrams ~or maladaptive ange~ in 
adolescents. 
Statement a~ the problem 
The pu~pose a~ this thesis is twa-~ald. The ~1rst 
ab]ect1ve 1s to des1gn a structured group approach to ange~ 
management counseling ~or adolescents in an 1nstitut1an 
wh1ch ~acuses an awa~eness a~ ange~ as well as 
cagn1t1ve-behaviaral intervention. The second objective 1s 
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to evaluate the e~~ectiveness o~ this approach in reduc1ng 
angry responses <cognltive) to provocat1ons, and increasing 
competent management (behavior) o~ such provocat1ons. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ,QF LITERATURE 
Intr-oduction 
Recent approaches to the management o~ anger- 1n 
' ' 
adolescents have ~ocused on tr-aining' in cognitive and/or 
behavior-al skills, wh1ch the adolescent supposedly lacks. 
This r-eview o~ liter-atur-e looks at· the resear-ch on these 
pr-ograms, but also looks into the liter-atur-e on the 
management 0~ anger using the'' approach 0~ heightening 
awar-eness to this emotion. This appr-oach can be consider-ed 
to be mor-e o~ a humanistic and tr-anspersonal p~rspect1ve. 
Review o~ Liter-atur-e 
Social Skills Tr-aining <SST> IS a r-ecent appr-oach to 
deal1ng with adolescent-pr-oblems wh1ch proposes prosocial 
alternative r-esponses for problematic situations and 
Inter-act1on (Lecory, 1982) ~ The social skills de~ic1t model 
of aggr-ession postulates that aggressiye behavior- is a 
r-esult o~ poor social skills that may r-ender- a per-son 
Incapable o~ expr-ess1ng anger- appr-opr-iately <Feindler- and 
Ecton, 1986). In SST, clients ar-e taught assert1veness, 
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prosoctal. and communtcatton problem solv1ng sktlls 1n the 
hope that the acquisit1on of these abtlittes will be 
e~~ective in the management a~ anger in provoking si~uations 
<Goldstein and Gllck, 1987>. 
Camp, Blom, Hebert, and Van Ooornt.ck < 1977) conducted a 
program called "Think aloud" whtch consisted of stx 
30-minute group sessions <over a six week pertod) 1n 
lmpersonal, .as wel.l as interpersonal problem-solvlng games. 
They -found impr·avements in teacher ratings o-f prosocial 
behavtor, but no general improvement in teacher ratings of 
aggressive behavior. On the other hand, Robin (1981> ~ound. 
1n a controlled evaluat1on of a problem solving 
communtcat1on program, that SST is e-f-fecttve in amel1orat1~g 
par-ent-adolescent con-flict. 
In general, a comprehensive review o-f research by 
Goldstein and Pentz <1984> on social skills tr-a1ning for 
anger management has shown posittve outcomes -for- adolescent 
treatment groups. However~ there is research that questtons 
the gener-alizability,o-f the e-f-fectiveness o-f these studtes 
to settings other than the tr-aining sight. Baum, Reyna 
McGlone, and Ollendick <1986) have shown that SST, in -four 
emotionally disturbed students enrolled in an adolescent day 
treatment program, did not gener-alize to the classr-oom. On 
the other hand, Lachman,. Lampron, Gemmer, and Harris ( 1987> 
have shown SST, combined with other- cognttive-behavioral 
treatments, to be ef-fective in the classr-oom and at home for-
a group o-f aggressive boys. Lachman and collegues' pr-ogr-am 
was an extensive one which consisted af 18 group therapy 
sessions af five ch1ldren led by twa catherap1sts. The 
children ranged 1n age from 9 ta 12 years and treatment 
accured in a school setting. 
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Sarson and Sarson (1981> have shown that SST can be 
taught effectively ta high school students.using live models 
ar using vide~-taped role-plays. Also, researchers 
<Linehan, Walke~, Branheim, Haynes, and Verzevaff, 1979) 
have shown that the structured group approach ta teach1ng 
assertiveness sk1lls is as effective as the individual 
therapy approach. 
The self control model af anger management postulates 
that it is an individual's lack af behavioral, cagn1t1ve, 
and self-management skills that results in the 1nability ta 
control anger effectively (Feindler & Ecton, 1986). Stress 
Inacculatian Tra1ning (SIT> is a cognitive-behavioral 
approach ta self control during anger1ng s1tuat1ans ar 
\provocations pioneered by Navaca <1975). SIT clients are 
trained in cognitive restructuring and attentian-facuslng 
strategies ta replace dysfunct1anal expectations, and self 
talk. They are asla trained 1n applied relaxation cap1ng 
skills ta reduce emotional and physialag1cal arousal 
<Deffenbaucher, Story, Stark, Hagg, and Brandon, 1987>. 
Results from stud1es <Deffenbacher et al., 1987, Feindler et 
al., 1986; Moan & Eisler, 1987; Navaca, 1975) have shown SIT 
to be somewhat e~~ective ~or anger reduct1on in univers1ty 
students, adults, and aggress1ve adolescents. However, 
McMahon and Wells <1989) in a review o~ anger control 
tra1n1ng programs, concluded that the e~~icacy o~ these 
programs ~or adolescents has yet to be clearly demonstrated. 
a 
Other 1mportant research and programm1ng in the area o~ 
anger management, and signi~icant to this review, is the 
Aggress1on Replacement Training <ART> used and evaluated by 
Goldstein and Glick <1987). This program comb1nes SST and 
SIT with moral education in or~er to deal with anger ~n 
aggressive youth. Jhis treatment has been shown to be 
e~~ective in reducing incidents o~ an aggressive nature when 
tested on a sample "o~ 60 adolescents in two juvern1le 
correction ~ac1l1ties. However, 
ev1dence ~or generalization outside this setting has been 
limited to rat1ngs by probation o~~1cers. 
Although SST, SIT, a,nd ART have been shown to be 
e~~ective in group anger management ~or adolescents, the 
e~~ectiveness of these programs has yet to be narrowed down 
to spec1~ic 1ndividual variables, such as length of program, 
number and characteristics, of participants, assertiveness, 
relaxation ab1l1ty, verbal ability or awareness. 
Furthermore, the generalizability of th1s tra1ning to 
setti.ngs other than the tra1ning sight is questionable. 
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Gestalt Therapy takes a phenomenolog1cal perspect1ve of 
exper1ence, hence, the major focus is on the "what" and 
"how" of behavior in the "here" and "now" <Perls, 1973>. 
The goal and aim of Gestalt therapy is to get the cl1ent to 
focus on br1nging the 1mmediate processes of exper1ence 1nto 
greater clarity and increasing awareness (Simkin & Yontef, 
1984) • Awareness 1s defined by Gestalt therapists as be1ng 
1n touch with ,one's own existence which involves 
self-knowledge, direct knowing of the present s1tuation, and 
how the self is In that situatipn. According to 
contemporary Gestalt practitioners <Simkln & Yontef), 
awareness is accompanied by owning, that is, the process of 
knowing that one has.control over, choice of, and 
responsibility for one's own beha~ior. 
In regard to treatment of anger, Gestalt therap1sts 
help the client to become aware of unexpressed anger as, 
what is termed, unfinished business. Anger then, to 
Gestaltists, lS a statement of an unfin1shed situation, a 
manifestation of the tens1on generated when a person is 
frustrated in his/her attempts to sat1sfy his/her needs 
' . 
<Greenwald, 1978). However, the author bf this 
1nvestigation has not been able to find any research us1ng 
the Gestalt concept of awareness in development of anger 
management programs. Therefore the purpose of th1s study 1s 
to develop a program in wh1ch the awareness of the 
provocations, feel1ng, thoughts, and consequences of anger 
are the most emphas1zed components. 
Awareness 1s the abil1tv to keep track o~ the content 
o~ one's consc1ousness <Ornste1n, 1972>. It 1s o~ten 
expressed as the ~irst cogn1tion o~ a sensat1on 1n a cha1n 
o~ events that leads ~o the.appra1sal o~ a s1tuat1on and 
subsequent action <Zinker, 1977>. A~cording to teachers in 
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the study o~ awareness <Tulku, 1977>, even though emot1ons 
are a cruc1al ~actor· ir our behavior, many o~ us are unaware 
o~ much o~ our ~eel1ngs most o~ the time. Youth and 
children may ha~e also learned that expressing certain 
emotions, i.e. anger, is unacc~ptable or too risky. 
According to Gestalt theory <ZinKer, 1977>, unexpressed 
~eelings such as anger <un~inished business) may resur~ace 
as physical problems or 1n otber negative acting dut. 
Hence, there is a need to research awareness o~ anger more 
thoroughly. 
Summary 
To date, most o~ the structured group 
cognitive-behavioral approaches to anger management have 
concentrated on teaching coping sk1lls, such as cognitive 
restructuring <Noyaco, 1975>; relaxation <De~~enbacher et 
al. 1987>; and problem solving, assert1veness, and 
communicat1on skills <S~rson, 1981) to clients rece1ving 
treatment. While th1s anger management program presented 
here will also include a cognltive-relaxation component and 
a negotiation (social skills) component, it will also 
emphas1ze, to a greater extent than previous programs 
<De~~enbacher et al, and Feindler & Ecton>, the development 
o~ awareness o~ anger. 
Hypothesis 
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It is hypothesized that a group o~ adolescents 
receiv1ng the proposed awareness o~ anger counseling program 
w1ll not show a signi~1cant di~~erence in reduction o~ the 
cogn1tive aspects o~ anger a~d/or 1ncreased e~~ectiveness in 
managing overt provocation~, than a treatment' group that 
rece1ves a dialectically structured counseling group. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Subjects 
The subjects ~or th~s ~tudy were 16 male adolescents 
resid1ng in an institut1on which could be described as a 
boys' home in the_midwestern reg1on o~ the U.S. All the 
subjects were from dysfunctional homes and had trouble 
cop1ng with everyday problems exper1enced by teenagers. The 
cl1ents were in middle·or high school, and the1r ages ranged 
from 12 to 18 years. The residents were ass1gned to the two 
separate houses based on available space. Many o~ these 
adolescents had been placed in the home by the state welfare 
system <Department o~ Human Services>, due to having 
parents who could no longer, or no longer desired, to take 
care of them. Other resid~nts had been referred to the home 
. ' . 
by the State court system due to hav1ng·comm1tted petty 
" . 
offenses. Many of the subJects had been physically and 
mentally abused in the1r'fam1lies of origin, poss1bly 
contributing to their anger or aggression~ 
The 1nstitution is divided into two separate houses or 
homes a couple of miles from each other. One nome was 
randomly selected to rece1ve the anger management treatment 
program, while the other served as an alternative treatment 
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group. Each group was or-1g1nally composed o~ e1ght group 
members, or res1dents. The houses rarely have act1vit1es 
together- but many o~ the res1dents attended the same high 
school or m1ddle school. 
I nstrumentat1on 
The instrument us~d to measure cogn1tive responses to 
anger was the Novaco Provocat1on Inventory <NPI, Novaco 
1975>. Accor,ding to Hersen 'and Bellack (1988>, the NPI 1s 
an 80 item sel~ 'repor-t instrument which consists o~ a br-1e~ 
description o~ sit~ations intended to provoke anger in the 
respondents. The respondents were required to record their 
Intensity o~ anger by rating the situations for amount of 
anger aroused on ,an A (not at all) 
type scale (see appendix C>. 
to E (very much) L1kert 
The purpose o~ the NPI 1s to record the range and 
intensity o~ angry responses across a wide range o~ 
s1tuat1ons, to serve as a gu1de for interview assessments, 
and to establish empir1cal in~or-mat1on about the types o~ 
situat1ons that are likely to provoke anger- and the 
respondents proneness to provocation. The author used the 
quest1onna1re to quantify the program participants 
cognitive proneness to provocation. What ~allows 1s a 
summary of the measurements o~ r-el1ab1lity and validity as 
r-eported by Hensen and Bellack. 
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Measures o~ internal cons1stency, when adm1n1stered to 
clin1cal and non-clinical populations o~ a wide range 
yielded reliab1lity coe~~1cients o~ .83 to .95 across 
samples. Test-retest reliabilities with universitY students 
have ranged ~rom .83 ~or a one month interval to .89, and a 
reliability coe~~ic1ent o~ .99 ~or one week Intervals. 
Correlations w1th the Buss-Durkee Host1l1ty Inventory ranger 
~rom .41 to .48. Seven categories o~ provok1ng Items were 
used to identi~y respondents; these categories were: 
behavior o~ others, humiliation and verbal assault, personal 
injustice, social inJustice, ~rustration, personal 
clumsiness and physical assault. The evaluation o~ the 
responses resulted in a 94% rate o~ agreement between Judges 
on the categorization of the 1tems. 
Validation studies on the inventory have ~ound it to be 
sign1ficantly related to self-reported measures of anger 
<Hensen & Bellack, 1988). In addition, a research study by 
Selby (1984), revealed that a 25 item subset o~ the NPI was 
able to di~~erentiate, with 90% accuracy, between violent 
and non-violent criminal o~~enders. According to Hersen and 
Selleck (1988), 1n terms o~ clinical uses, the NPI may be 
used as a dependent measure Index ~or assessing pretest and 
posttest Intervention changes in anger 1ntens1ty. 
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Reports o~ 1nc1dents in the boys homes were also used 
as pretest and posttest dependent measures. These Incidents 
1ncluded rule violations which result in punishment and/ or 
expulsions ~rom school, a~ used in prior studies <Feindler 
and Ecton, 1986>. F·1nally, subjective ratings o~ the group 
experiences were given by the group facil1tato~s and 
participants as a measure o~ the subjects changes in 
awareness to anger. 
Desigl'1 
The design ~or this research was a nonequivalent 
control group design. Two aspects o~ this study di~~ered 
from the standard.pretest!posttest control group desJqn. 
First, it was a quasi-experiment <no randomiz~d ass1gnment 
of subjects by the author). However, assignment to the two 
houses was done 1n a more·or less random fash1on, i.e., 
residents were assigned to a house where there was available 
space. Second, an,alternative 
treatment g~oup was used in contrast to a control.gro~p. 
Randomized sampling of the residents of the two homes of the 
institut1on into the two'experimental groups would have been 
1nconven1ent ~or the institution and the subjects involved, 
due to the fact that the boys o~ each home attended 
counseling groups In-residence at the1r particular house. 
On the other hand, th1s presented the opportunity to do a 
quas1-exper1ment in a natural setting, in wh1th the 
15 
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exper1mental groups were both given a pretest and posttest, 
but in which the alternative treatment group and the 
exper1mental group may not have pre-experimental sampl1ng 
equ1valence. This problem will be dealt w1th in the data 
analysis section o~ this.study. This design 1s one o~ the 
most widely used experimental des1gns in educational 
research ~nd·1s used in classrooms ~nd other naturally 
assembled collectives <Cambell and Stanley, 1966). 
Both groups also received weekly group sessions, hence, 
to in1t1ate an anger management program_ 1n one house and not 
the other would have created ~ novelt~ e~~ect in the 
1nstitut1on (l.e. awareness that one group was rece1ving 
someth1ng that the other was not>. However, to counter this 
problem, instead 0~ using a control group, ~n alternative 
group was used. This involved giving the house which d1d not 
receive the anger-management treatment a group treatment 
-
which did not emphasize the ~a~agement of anger <Borg, 
1 984) • The treatments were assigned to each group. 
Both the alternat1ve and the treatment group were 
exam1ned for pre-tre?tment d1f~erences using the NPI as a 
pre-test. Also, an est1mate o~ the number of incidents 
related to anger or aggression that took place 1n the 
institut1on, ~or each group over a ~our week period pr1or to 
the. pretest were aslo taken. The groups were assessed 
aga1n, using the NPI and number of 1ncidents o~ anger or 
aggress1on, a~ter the treatments had been given. A 
subJect1ve analysis of each part1cipant's experience was 
also recorded to g1ve the exper1menter some data on the 
awareness component of the study. 
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Pr-ocedures 
The awar-eness o~ anger- gr-oup counsel1ng program ~or 
anger--management training was assigned to one o~ the houses 
1 n the 1 nsti tut ion. Th.e other- house 'was then assigned the 
alter-native treatment which consisted o~ gr-oup counseling as 
usual (dialectic pr-oblem solving gr-oup). The residents were 
given the NPI pr-etest (1/16/90 to 1/17/90). Most o~ the 
e1ght members 1n each group gr-umbled about having to take 
the test, but they completed it, none the less. The r-eason 
~or reluctance seemed to be that it r-eminded tham OT tests 
or- examinations at school. One member in the anger 
awareness gr-oup and two 1n the alter-native treatment gr-oup 
were par-t1cular-ly resistant to responding to the 
quest1onnaire. They did comply Tinally but their- results 
wer-e disregar-ded as inval1d by the author- due ~o their 
negat1ve attitude towards the task. SpeciTically, these 
particular residents S'eemed t'o go through the test 
indicating the same r-esponse to all the questions. Pr-etest 
incident obser-vations were also r-ecorded star-ting ~r-om four-
wor-king weeks pr-ior to the start OT the progr-am. 
The anger awareness progam and dialectic gr-oup were 
completed in eight weekly group sessions that lasted ~rom 
1/24/90 to 3/21/90. All treatments were conducted by the 
author and a co-~acilitator- and lasted about 50 m1nutes 
each. The pr-ogram was divided 1nto two components: an 
awareness o~ anger component and a coping skills component. 
The first five gr-oups were star-ted with r-elaxation sess1ons. 
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The ~ac1l1tators alternated between breathing techniques and 
muscle relaxation techniques. An example o~ the breathing 
and muscle relaxat1on techniques are g1ven 1n Appendix 8 
What ~allows is,a summary o~ each group in the anger 
management program ~allowed by a br1e~ outl1ne o~ what was 
done. 
Seven members were present. The group started with 
residents con~ronting each other about horse-playing and 
name calling behavior. A~ter this issue was resolved to a 
certain extent, the ~acilitators conducted a brie~ relaxtion 
exerc1se (see Appendix 8 exer~ise # 1>. Hal~ o~ the 
residents in the group took the exersize seriously. A~ter 
the ,exerc1se, the group was asked ~or ~eedback on the 
experience. They were ~irst asked to state any similarit1es 
and di~~erences betw~en their physical experience pr1or to 
the exercise and then, a~ter the exercise. Next, the 
residents were asked to disclose their personal experiences 
o~ their physical states pr1or to an outburst o~ anger (l.e 
"how do you ~eel just be~ore you get mad?") and compare this 
to the1r ~eelings prior to, and a~ter the relaxation 
exerc1se. They were also asked to remember what lead up to 
them getting mad or angry in their daily lives. The 
res1dents seemed to have di~~icultly in distingushing 
between ~eelings and sensations lead1ng up to the anger and 
the angry outburst it sel~. However, distinctions were made 
between feelings, thoughts and actions by the facilitato~s. 
The facilitato~s then acted out a role play to demonst~ate 
events p~io~ to gett1ng angry. 
Role- Play: 
T and C were the fi~st lette~s in g~oup membe~s names. 
T: Hey! You a~e s1tting in my cha1~!! 
C: No I am not. This cha1r does not have your name on 1t. 
T: You always s1t in my chair! What is your problem any way. 
You better get up! 
C: For the last time th1s is not your cha1r and I am not 
getting up. 
T: <Po1nting finger into C's face you) You! better! get up! 
C: C stands up clenching fists. 
Residents were asked: what happend? 
Who was angry? 
Who provoked whom? 
As homework residents were then asked to obse~ve what 
happens to them Just before they get angry outside the 
group. 
Group sess1on one followed this outline: 
I. Relaxation technique. 
II. Discussion: Int~oduction to anger management. 
Questions based on what happens before provocation 
to anger: 
A. What are the circumstances that lead to anger for 
you? 
B. What are the thoughts that go through your mind 
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c. 
D. 
I I I. 
before you get angry? 
How do you feel JUst before you get angry? 
What was your day generally like up to that point, 
that is, just before you got angry? 
Role-play featuring events leading up to 
provocation. 
IV. Homework: "Observe what happens before you get 
angry for next week's group." 
The second group sess1on addressed what happens during 
the emotion of anger. The clients were encouraged to 
discuss what thoughts and feelings they experienced when 
they were angry .. · The social implicat1ons of angry behavior 
were also discussed by distinguishing between constructive 
and destructive anger and aggression <Rokach, 1987). Role 
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plays were used to emphasize these points and homework was 
given in order to help the residents to become more aware of 
their reactions during angry outbursts. 
Seven group members were present. Group started with 
the residents bringing up issues of concern to them. One 
member of the group in particaular was singled out for 
confrontation by the group. Two members confronted the 
1ndividual in question in what turned out to be a hostile 
manner. The group member became quite angry and left the 
group as a consequence. While one of the facilitators went 
to check that the member who left was in no danger to 
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himsel~. the res~ o~ the group engaged 1n a relaxation 
exersize. The exercise was conducted by the other group 
~acilitator (see exerc1se # 2 Append1x 8). 
' A+ter the exercise the res1dents were asked if they 
could ~eel or sense any not1ceable d1f+erance 1n the1r 
physical or mental status from before the exercise. 
' ' 
All of 
the group members were able to observe some difference. The 
group members were then asked to describe incidents that 
they had dur1ng' the week that involved angry outbursts. As 
the residents summed up their experiences they were asked if 
they thought their angry outburst were constructive or 
destructive. Constructive anger was explained as being 
out-burst of anger in which the individual express1ng the 
anger was able to do so in a way which d1d not hurt himsel~, 
others, or damage property. Destructive anger was explained 
as being outburst which hurt one's self, others, or 1n wh1ch 
property was damaged. The group was then asked by a 
facilitator to give examples of ways to deal with anger. 
All the examples given were of incidents involving 
destructive anger. The group was then asked to elicit 
examples of constructive ways of dealing with anger. 
After examples were· given, a role-play demonstrating f1rst, 
a destructive angry outbursts and then, a constructive angry 
outburst was executed~ 
Role-play: 
J and T were group members. 
Destructive anger 
J: <T steps on J's fo.ot.) Hey! 
T: Whats your problem? <Sneer1ng> 
J: You just stepp~d on my foot! 
T: No I did not you must have some problem. 
J: <Puffs up in a rage, picks up a couch and starts to bang 
his head aga1nst lt). 
Constructive anger 
Similar role-play except tha~ T has his foot stepped on and 
J reacts in a similar manner. T expresses his anger by go1ng 
home, taking out his guitar and playing it. 
For home work the group members were told to pay attention 
to how they expressed their anger. 
Group Session two followed this outline: 
I. 
II. 
Relaxation techni~ue. 
Discuss1on: 
outburst? 
What happens during an angry 
Questions bas•d on what happens during an argry 
outburst: 
A. What do you usually say and do? 
B. How does it feel? 
c. 
I I I. 
IV. 
Does anger do any good? (difference between 
constructive and destructive anger) 
Role-play depicting constructive and destructive 
anger. 
Homework: Record what happens after you get angry 
for next week's group. 
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Group sess1on three concentrated on behavior a~ter the 
incidence o~ anger or aggress1on. The quest1ons that were 
addressed in this section o~ the program were: What were 
the thoughts that ran through your mind? How did it ~eel 
a~terward <guilt, shame, ~ear, pr1de, etc.>? The group 
members were then encouraged to look at the soc1al 
consequences o~ anger or aggress1on and evaluate the costs 
and bene~its o~ th1s behavior. Homework consisted o~ the 
clients looking ~or possible alternatives. The second part 
o~ the program was the introduction o~ coping skills ~or 
dealing with provocation. The two alternatives that were 
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suggested and demonstrated via the group counsel1ng sess1ons 
were relaxation and negotiat1on• 
Week~__d 
Eight group me.mbers were present. The group started 
with the members con~ronting each other about various 1ssues 
concern1ng living at the ranch. The ~acilitators made an 
e~~ort to make the con~rontations e~~ective and not 
destructive or demean1ng to the individual being con~ronted. 
The ~acilitators then reviewed with the gt'oup members the 
mean1ngs o~ constructive and destructive anger by ask1ng the 
members to de~1ne each o~ these terms. 
A relaxation exerc1se was then conducted <Exersize # 3 
Appendix 8) w1th the intention o~ getting the group members 
to become aware o~ the di~~erence between be1ng relaxed and 
tense. It was explained a~ter the exercise that awareness 
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o~ th1s d1~~erence would enable the res1dents to be 
~orewarned o~ thelr pending anger, in order to choose a less 
destruct1ve and more construct1ve express1on o~ their 
emotions. 
The members were then elicted ~or examples o~ what 
happened a~ter the1r angry out bursts during the week. The 
questions: "what were your ~eelings a~ter the outburst?" 
"what were the consequences o~ the anger ~or you?" and "did 
1t get you what you wanted?" were asked o~ a group member 
who had a very relevant example. The homework given to the 
group members ~or this week was to look ~or alternatives to 
destructive anger. 
Group sess1on three ~allowed this outline: 
I. Relaxation technique. 
II. Discussion: 
anger? 
What happens a~ter an outburst o~ 
Questions: 
A. What were the thoughts that ran through your 
mind a~ter the outburst? 
8. What were your ~eelings a~ter the outburst? 
C. What are the consequences o~ anger ~or you? 
(what does it cost you, what are the bene~its ~or 
you?) 
I I I. Homework: Look ~or alternatives to anger. 
Group session ~our comprised o~ an introduction to an 
assertiveness/negotiation game called "Haircut". Ha1rcut, 
developed by Yetta Bernhard <1975) is a structured way o~ 
commun1cating in wh1ch an indiv1dual can con~ront someone 
who has provoked anger or hu~t in them. The con~rontat1on 
must be about a spec1~ic and cu~~ent happen1ng. The 
negotiation sta~ts with a ~equest ~~om the angry pe~son, 
"May I give you a haircut?" The ~eceive~ o~ the ~equest 
(the p~ovoke~) has the ~ight of accept1ng o~ denying the 
~equest. I~ the ~equest is accepted, the person rece1ving 
the "Haircut" has the right o~ setting a time llmitation on 
the Haircut. 
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A~te~ having accepted the request o~.the angered party, 
the individual receiving the.Haircut is obliged to listen 
without defense ~or the contracted time. If the individual 
~eceiving the Ha1rcut concedes to the "sin", that is owns ·up 
to causing the other ange~ or hurt he/she is placed in the 
"dog house," the dog housebeing feeling ~emorse for his/he~ 
actions. He/she can seek release from being in the "dog 
house" by asking fo~ a "dog house release." A dog house 
release is some good the o~fender can do to make up ~or the 
wrong done to the pe~son giving the Haircut. 
If the individual receiving the H~i~cut does not 
concede to the ':'sin," that is, they do not bel1eve they d1d 
any wrong, then a ca~e~ull listening to the other's view may 
clea~ the air, or a time lim1t can be set in wh1ch to 
discuss the iss~e ~urther if hecessary. W~en permission fo~ 
a Haircut is denied, an alternative anger ~elease must be 
sought by the ange~ed pa~ty. 
The group members first watched models act-out the 
negotiation technique in provoking situations and then 
rehearse the behav1or using role-plays. The homework given 
was to spot 1nc1dents of provocation and to use 
assertiveness skills of negotiation <halrcut) to intervene 
1n such circumstances. 
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Eight group members were present. Group started off 
with a review of the purpose of the relaxation exercises the 
residents had been preforming. The purpose, as given by the 
facilitators, was that the exercise would give the group 
members pract1se 1n determlning the difference between when 
they were tense and when they were relaxed. This in turn 
would make them more aware of their responses before an 
angry outburst and give them the choice of chasing an 
alternative to destructive expression of their anger. The 
group was then guided, by one of the facilitators, in the 
relaxation exercise that was given the previous week 
<Exercise# 3 Appendix 8>. After the exercise the ~roup was 
asked how the exercise made them feel. The group members 
were then asked if they had found any alternat1ves to anger 
<last week"s homework>. Some alternatives were discussed. 
Examples given were both destructive and constructive. 
Examples of alternatives given were "punching someone out", 
lifting weights, time-out, the relaxation exerc1se pract1se 
in group. The facililtators introduced negotiation us1ng 
appropriate communnication skills <assert1veness> as a way 
to deal with ones anger 1n a construct1ve manner. 
"Haircut" was then explained to the group as an example o-f 
assertive negotiation. A role-play demonstrating "Haircut" 
was then displayed by the group -facilitators. 
The role-play was -first displayed without the game 
term1nology and then a second t1me with the appropr1ate 
term1nology. 
Role-play: 
C and T were group members. 
T: I need to give you a "Ha1rcut". 
C: Okay. What 1s the problem? 
T: I do not like you calling me names beh1nd my back. Today 
I heard you called me a potatoe head. 
sick o-f it. 
I am starting to get 
C: Well yes, I guess I have been go1ng that. 
T: Well, like I said, I am getting sick o-f 1t and it also 
starting to make me mad. 
C: I guess I have been nasty to you. How can I get out o-f 
the "doghouse"? 
T: I-f you agree ~o stop calling me names and agree to do my 
chores tomorrow, I w1ll let you out o-f the "doghouse". 
C: Okay , I agree to stop ca 11 i ng you names behind your back, 
but what is your chore tomorrow? 
T: Sweeping the path that leads to the yard. 
C: Okay, I can do that. 
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A~ter the role-play the group members tried to settle 
issues they had with each other using the "Haircut" 
technique. Homework given to the group members ~or this 
week was to try practising the Haircut technique outside 
group. 
Week ~our ~allowed this outline: 
I. Relaxation technique. 
II. Discuss1on: Introduction to an 
assertiveness/negotiation game called "Ha1rcut". 
A. 
I I I. 
Explanation o~ how to play game. 
Demonstration o~ game; ~acilitators role-play 
"haircut" technique. 
IV. Behavioral rehearsal by group members o~ "ha1rcut" 
v. 
techn1que. 
Homework: Try to practice "haircut" technique 
outside o~ group. 
The ~i~th group sess1on consisted o~ a discuss1on o~ 
homework and ~urther role-plays and modeling o~ 
assertiveness and negotiation. Clients were encouraged to 
distinguish between stresses or provocations that could be 
changed and those that could not <Diodato, Pancoast, and 
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Frey, 1987). The homework ~or that week emphasized becoming 
aware o~ the advantages as well as the limitations that 
assertiveness and negotiation have in dealing with con~lict. 
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Eight group members were present. Group started out 
w1th members being guided thru relaxation exersize ~ 3 
(parts one, two and three, Append1x 8). The members were 
then asked i-f they used the "Haircut" technique to solve 
interpersonal con-flicts. The answer was negative (i.e they 
had not>. It was then impressed upon the group members that 
this technique could be valuable in settling con-flicts 
without coming to blows or argument. Group then preceded 
w1th group members practising Haircut by con-fronting each 
other over issues that had been caus1ng con-flict dur1ng the 
week. A-fter a -f~w attempts were made it was brought to the 
attention o-f the group membe~s that they could negotiate 
assertively with out using the speci-fic terminology o-f 
Haircut. A role play was demonstrated between the 
-facilitator and one. o-f the group members to emphas1ze th1s. 
Role-play: 
Tand V were group members 
T: I have something I need to talk to you about. 
V: Okay, what .is. it. 
T: I am getting upset about the way you are leav1ng your 
side o-f the room. !,keep on -fall1ng over stu-f-f when I try to 
get around the room. 
V: I guess you are r1ght. 
make it better? 
What would you like me to do to 
T: I-f you could at least start picking your books and school 
stu-f-f o-f-f o-f the -floor I would be happy. 
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V: I can do that. no p~oblem. 
The g~oup membe~s we~e asked to use Ha1~cut o~ 
negotiate asse~tively du~ing the comtng week when they found 
themselves in posit1ons of 1nte~pe~sonal conflict. 
Session five followed this outline: 
I. Relaxation techn1que. 
II. Discusston of attempts at negotiation techn1ques 
<Haircut>. 
Questions: 
A. What were the drawbacks and problems of using the 
Haircut game? 
8. 
c. 
I I I. 
IV. 
When does Hai~cut not wo~k? 
When does, Hai ~cut wo~k? 
Fu~the~ ~ehea~sal and ~ole-plays of "Hai~cut". 
Homewo~k: Continue p~actice of hai~cut negotiation 
technique, while obse~v1ng times when 1t wo~ks well 
and ttmes that it does not. 
Group session six: After discuss1ng the l1mitations of 
social skills such as asse~tiveness and negotiat1on, 
t1me-out and ~elaxation alternatives were discussed 1n 
group. Afte~ the discussion, a b~eathing ~elaxat1on 
technique was p~acticed by all the g~oup membe~s. Homewo~k 
involved utilizing this ~elaxation skill outside the g~oup 
setting. 
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E1ght group members were present. Group started o~~ 
this week with a review of last week's home work; the 
res1dents were asked to relate experiences of when Haircut 
or assertive negotiation did not work or was not appror1ate 
and examples of when th1s techn1que was e~fect1ve. No 
examples of the use o~ Haircut dur1ng the past were g1ven, 
but the group members did proceed to solve issues w1th one 
another by using the technique. The facilitator then gave a 
pertinent example o~ when Haircut was not appropr1ate and 
negotiation could not be used <Being angry at one's sel~>. 
The group was then asked for alternative ways of dealing 
with provocation if negotiation could not be used. Examples 
elicited were skating, basket-ball, chopping wood, and the 
relaxation techniques learned in group. The group was asked 
1f they had practised the relaxation techniques out o~ 
group. One o~ the group members answered in the 
affirmative. The group members then participated in a 
breathing exersize <Relaxat1on exercise# 4). The group was 
then asked to pay attention to angry feelings and 1f 
possible utilize the relaxation, and the negotiation 
techn1ques learned in group 
Session six will follow this outl1ne: 
I. Discuss1on on the uses of negotiation and 
assertiveness in dealing w1th provocat1on. 
Question: 
done? 
When haircut does not work what can be 
II. Int~oduct1on o+ ~elaxation and t1me out techn1ques. 
I I I • 
Demonst~at1on o+ b~eathing ~elaxation techn1que. 
Homewo~k: 
g~oup. 
Utilize this ~elaxation sk1ll outs1de 
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G~oup session seven was a discussion o+ the last week's 
homewo~k and a group practice o+ a relaxat1on techn1que. 
The homework +or this week consisted o+ the group members 
+inding thelr,own alternative to getting upset in 
provocating s1tuations. 
Eight group members were present. The g~oup started 
o++ with the resident's talking about thei~ recently 
concluded spring b~eak home visit. This diSCUSSiOn was used 
as an oppertunity to talk about how the clients dealt w1th 
con+l1ct and provocation over thei~ home visit, and whether 
or not they were able to use the skills learned in group to 
de+use the situation. The majority o+ the residents had 
experienced some type o+ con+l1ct, but +ew ~eported using 
the techniques learned in the anger management program. The 
alte~native approaches used to deal with the con+lict o~ 
p~ovocation over the vacation were compared to,each other 
and the techniques learned in group. At the close o+ this 
d1scussion the group members pa~ticipated in a ~elaxation 
exercise which was presented by the +acilitato~. 
Sess1on seven +allowed this outline: 
I. Discussion o+ last week's homework. 
Questions: 
A. Was the relaxation techn1que easy to use? 
B. Did the relaxation techn1ques help prevent angry 
con-Frontations? 
C. When were the relaxation techniques not use-Ful? 
II. Demonstration and practice o-F passive muscle 
relaxation technique. 
I I I. Homework: Find you~ own alternatives to getting 
upset in provocating situations. 
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Sess1on eight was a wrap-up session 1n which other ways 
o~ dealing w1th anger was explored and clients were asked to 
evaluate the use~ulness o~ the program +or themselves. They 
were asked whether or not they have been able to use the 
awareness and skills~ taught in the program to better cope 
w1th anger. 
Eight group members were present. This ~inal group 
started o+~ with the ~acillitator ask1ng the residents 1~ 
they had been us1ng the "Haircut" and relaxation techn1ques 
learned in group, and i~ so, hew these were working. Three 
members answered in the a~~irmative, and also indicated that 
the techniques had helped di+use potent1al angry outbursts. 
The group was then asked to elict other ways o+ dealing with 
potentially explosive situations. All eight members o+ the 
group were able to give valid alterntives to gett1ng into 
con~lict with someone else. 
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As a rev1ew o~ the past anger management groups a hand-
out w1th examples o~ sel~-statements ~or deal1ng with anger 
<Novaco, see Appendix D) was issued to each participant o~ 
the group. 
The group members took turns read1ng th1s in~ormation 
while the ~acillitators aided 1nterpretat1on o~ the 
statements by g1v1ng examples. The ~irst section o~ the 
hand-out concerned sel~-statements one could use be~ore 
con~lict occured. At th1s point the ~acilitators recounted 
the various ~eelings and sensations the group members 
described as precursors to a~ger. The next section o~ the 
hand-out involved sel~-statement.s that one could use during 
angry con~rontat1ons or outbursts. This point was used by 
the ~acilitators to recount the indicators to an awareness 
o~ one's anger at th1s po1nt (i.e shouting, talking and 
breathing in an hurried manner, arguing e.t.c>. The ~inal 
section o~ the handout concerned sel~-statements one could 
use 1n the event o~ constructive or destruct1ve management 
o~ ones anger in provocating situations. 
program. 
This concluded the 
The outline ~or sess1on eight was as ~allows: 
I. Rev1sion and wrap-up session. 
Quest1ons: 
A. Does "ha1rcut" hel'p you deal with angry 
situatlons?--review. 
8. Does relaxation help you deal with angry 
situations?--review o~ both techniques. 
C. Does be1ng awa~e o+ what happens be+o~e ang~y 
outbu~sts help you p~event them? 
D. Does understanding what 1t means to be angry help 
you? 
E. Does th1nking about the consequences o+ be1ng ang~y 
help you prevent it? 
II. 
I I I. 
Discussion: What othe~ techn1ques can be used to 
deal with ange~ e++ectively? 
Discussion: 
ange~. 
w~ap-up--Questions about dealing with 
The group that did not ~ece1ve the anger management 
p~ogram <Alternative treatment group) participated in a 
dialect1cal structu~ed counseling group. This group was 
conducted by the same +acilitators that conducted the anger 
management p~og~am. Howeve~, the emphasis o+ the group was 
on the group membe~s· 1mmediate concerns. The goal o-f the 
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group was to get the· participants to commun1cate w1th each 
othe~ assertively about cur~ent issues and problems they may 
be hav1ng as ~esidents o+ the ranch, students, or +amily 
members. This alternative treatment started, and lasted fo~ 
approx1mately the same time as the awareness o+ anger g~oup. 
Membe~s of both groups also ~eceived ind1vidual counsel1ng 
du~ing the study du~ation. 
The week following the p~og~ams conclus1on the posttest 
questionna1res <NPI> we~e given to both the ange~ awa~eness 
g~oup and the alternative group. Extreme ~es1stance from 
two members in the alternative treatment dialect1c group who 
shortly a~ter le~t the 1nstitution narrowed down valid 
responses ~or this group to ~our indlviduals who had also 
been pretested. 
Posttest administration o~ the NPI awareness o~ anger 
experimental group went smoothly and le~t seven val1d pre-
and posttest participants. Posttest observations o~ 
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inctdents Involving the reisdents were also taken ~our weeks 
a~ter the programs cbnclusion. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduct1on 
It was hypothesized that the group o~ adolescents 
receiving the awareness of anger counseling program will: 1> 
not show a signi~icant d1~~erence in reduction o~ angry 
responses <cognitive> and/or 2> increased ef~ect1veness 1n 
managing provocations <actual behav1or exlbited), than a 
treatment that receives a d1alectically structured 
counseling group. 
Two types o~ dependent measures were taken ~or. the 
evaluation o~ this study, two obJective measures and a 
subjective measure. The ~irst obJective measure cons1sted 
of each group's NPI scores. This measure was used to 
evaluate part one o~ the hypothes1s; i.e whether or not the 
there was a significant dif~erence 1n reduction of angry 
responses a~ter the treatment period. The mean o~ each 
group's total score on the NPI was taken prior to (pretest 
means>, and a~ter the completion o~ the treatments <posttest 
means). 
For an evaluation o~ the treatments ef~ects, an 
analysis o~ ga1n scores was used to determine i~ the 
di~~erence between NPI test scores for the experimental and 
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alternative groups were significant. Th1s procedure 
utilizes a T-test for lndependent samples at the pretest to 
see if there is a significant difference in the experimental 
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and alternative tr~atment means. If there 1s no s1gn1f1cant 
difference in NPI score means at the beg1nning of the 
exper1ment, then another T-test for independant samples can 
be executed on the post-test means of both groups to see if 
there has' been a significant ga:n of scores, by one of the 
groups. If, on the other hand, there ts a difference 1n the 
exper1mental and alternative group means at the pre-test, 
then a analysis of variance would be used to determ1ne 
whether or not there are s1gnif1cant differences 1n the pre-
and posttest means of both groups. 
The second objective dependent measure cons1sted of 
comparisons of anger and aggression that result 1n 
punishments (i.e., restrictions, suspens1on from school, 
lost privilages> as recorded by staff, before the treatment 
and after the treatment~ This measure was used to evaluate 
part two of the hypothes1s: whether or not the participants 
of the group showed any significant d1fference 1n the 
management of provocating situat1ons in there l1ves. 
The subjective measure consisted of rat1ngs of the 
effects of the treatment by the participants. Th1s 
measurement was used to supplement the f1ndings of the 
obJective measurements and evaluation of the awareness 
component of the study. 
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Results 
Examination o~ the pretest means o~ the NPI socres 
us1ng a t-test ~or independant samples 1nd1cated that the 
groups were essentially the same at the beg1nning o~ the 
study, i.e, no signi~icant di~~erence Ct<9>=0.445,J (see 
Table I>. The relat1vely sma.ll sample size in the dialetic 
group was due to mortality arnd noncompliance 1n ~illing out 
the anger mangement questio~na1re <NPI>. 
TABLE I 
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND T-SCORE FOR PRETEST ON THE 
NPI FOR THE AWARENESS OF ANGER AND DIALECTIC COUNSELING 
GROUPS 
Groups 
Pretest Awareness o~ anger Dialectic T Level 0~ 
s1gn1~icance 
N 7 4 
Mean 233 216 
0.445 NS 
so 46.9 82.2 
A t-test ~or independant samples was then used to evaluate 
the d1~~erence in post-test scores ~or both groups. The 
results ~or this procedure also indicated that there was no 
s1gni~1cant di~~erence between NPI means ~or the particpants 
1n the awa~eness o~ ange~ g~oup when compa~ed to those 1n 
the dialectic g~oup at the end o~ the e1ght week pe~1od 
Ci<9>=-1.13,J <See Table II>. 
TABLE II 
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND T-SCORE FOR POSTTEST ON THE 
NPI FOR THE AWARENESS OF ANGER AND DIALECTIC COUNSELING 
GROUPS 
G~oups 
Post test Awa~eness o+ ange~ Dialectic T Level o+ 
signi+1cance 
N 7 4 
Mean 217.3 259.5 
-1.13 NS 
SD 46.9 67.4 
The second objective dependent measu~e consisted o~ 
obse~vations o+ sta++ and school imposed ~est~ict1ons, 
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suspens1ons, and lost privileges that the g~oup participants 
had served. To evaluate the e++ectiveness o+ the anger 
awa~enesss ve~sus the dialectic counseling group, in te~ms 
o+ behav1oral management o+ ange~, obse~vations o+ 1ncidents 
we~e ~ecorded +o~ a ~ou~ week pe~iod prio~ to the p~etest 
and a +our week period a+ter the posttest. The inc1dent 
observat1ons we~e ~eco~ded by the author by util1z1ng sta+f 
1ncident reports +or that period. A Chi-squa~e <X~> was 
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executed on the data to determine 1~ there was a 
relat1onsh1p between the frequency of 1nc1dents pr1or to and 
a~ter the treatment and the type of treatment g1ven to the 
participants. The results of the Ch1-square 1nd1cated that 
there was no relat1onsh1p between frequency o~ 1nc1dents and 
type o~ treatment administered. [X~ <1> = 0.311] not 
s1gn1~1cant. (see Table III). 
TABLE III 
OBSERVED AND EXPECTED FREQUENCIES AND CHI-SQUARE VALUE FOR 
INCIDENTS FOUR WEEKS PRIOR TO THE PRETEST AND FOUR WEEKS 
AFTER THE POSTTEST FOR THE ANGER AWARENESS AND DIALECTIC 
COUNSELING GROUPS 
______ · ___ · ____ GrOUQ§ ________ _ 
Frequenc1es Awareness o~ anger D1alectic 
Pretest 
Observed 7 10 
Expected 7.878 9. 122 
Post test 
Observed 12 12 
Expected 11.122 12.878 
Chi-Square <X':l.) 
X~= 0. 311 
NS 
The subJect1ve measures for this study were of two 
types groups participant's opinions and those of the 
fac1l1tators o~ which the author 1s a member. Most, 1f not 
all, the part1cipants in the d1alectic treatment group 
expressed boredom and disl1ke ~or there experience 1n group. 
Much o~ this dislike was evident in the1r re~usal and 
non-compliance in ~ill1ng out quest1onnaires ~or the study 
<NPI>. They ~elt that the group experience o~~ered noth1ng 
to them. Perhaps as a result o~ these ~eel1ngs both group 
~acilitators ~ound this particular group o~ adolescents to 
be res1stant, uncooperative, and disrupt1ve to the group 
process. 
On the other hand, members o~ the awareness o~ anger 
group expressed some sat1s~a~tion about what was presented 
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1n the eight week program. Three members espec1ally enJoyed 
the relaxation aspect o~ the program and voted to extend the 
exers1zes beyond the conclus1on o~ the program as a regular 
part o~ group counseling. Both_~acilitators received more 
cooperation ~rom th1s group in ~illing out the NPI than the 
Dialectic group as evidenced by the sample numbers. In 
addition to this, the awareness o~ anger group seemed to the 
~ac1litators to be generally less resistive and disrupt1ve 
to the group process than the Dialectic group. 
Four o~ the members o~ the awareness o~ anger program 
disclosed actual 1ncidents in which the skills that they had 
learned in the program were use~ul 1n di~~using potent1ally 
aggress1ve con~rontations. 
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Summary 
In summary the results indicated that there was no 
signi~icant di~~erence between the participants o~ the anger 
awareness group and the dialectic group 1n terms o~ 
cogn1t1ve responses to anger 1n provocating situations and 
actual behavioral management o~ sel~ in such situations. 
Group members 1n the awareness o~ anger program expressed 
some satis~action with the e1ght sessions and disclosed 
- ' 
incidents that indicated that they were able to generalize 
the skills learne~ in the program to other settings. This 
was not so w1th the dialectic group who ~ound the losely 
structured e1ght weeks boring and who tended to be 
uncooperative and reiistant. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION 
Summmary 
Various cognltive-behavioral approaches to manag1ng 
anger have been used 1n the past to try to help adolescents 
in treatment ~ac1l1t1es. Among these approaches are stress 
inocculation, social skills, ~nd aggress1on replacement 
training <SIT, SST, and ART, respectively>. 
awareness 1s a concept in both Transpersonal and Human1stic 
psychology that has also been used to conceptualize deal1ng 
w1th emotional problems such as anger. However, very l1ttle 
has been done in 1ncorporating th1s approach 1nto anger 
management programs. 
Th1s particular study endeavored to 1ncqrporate 
cogn1tive-behav1oral, as well as awareness components to 
dealing w1th anger, into a s1ngle program. The awareness 
component o~ the treatment cons1sted o~ identi~ying, talk1ng 
about, and role playing 1n the physical, mental, and 
s1tuat1onal signals be~ore, during, and a~ter an angry 
outburst. The cognitive behavioral aspect o~ the program 
explored the cognit1ve behav1or that takes place be~ore~ 
dur1ng, and a~ter angry outbursts, in addition to, sel~-talk 
and assertiveness skills one might use to deal with such 
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sttuations more construct1vely. The behav1oral aspect o+ 
the program +ocused on teaching the residents skills that 
they m1ght use when antic1pat1ng or con+ronting such 
situations, relaxation techniques +or example. 
The anger awareness program consisted o+ eight, 
weekly, 50-minute counseling sessions conducted in one of 
the two seperate res1pential +ac1l1ties <Houses> 1n the 
institution. The other house received an alternat1ve 
treatment wh1ch cons1sted o+ a dialectic style group. Each 
group started of+ with eight res1~ents who were adolescent 
boys aged between 13 to 18. 
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For evaluatton of the program's a+fect two objecttve 
dependant measures were used, as well as one subjective 
evaluation. An anger inventory <NPI> and a count o+ observed 
1ncidents concerning acting out were recorded at the pretest 
and posttest per1ods for the objective (quantitative> 
measures. The participant's and +ac1litator's subject1ve 
<qualitative> expertence dur1ng the treatments were also 
taken into consideration as evaluat1on. Data analysis 
consisted of gain o+ scores for the NPI and Chi-square for 
the count o+ 1ncidents. Both measures 1ndicated no 
signi+icant di++erence between the anger awareness and 
dialectic structured groups. However. the qualitative data 
showed that the participants in the awareness of anger 
program showed much more satis+act1on for the group 
expertence and expressed greater awareness toward the1r 
anger 
Conclusions 
In approach1ng conclusions TOr this study I will Tlrst 
state the poss1ble lim1tat1ons and threats to the val1d1ty 
OT this research and, in light OT this, discuss the results 
g1ven by the dependant measures. 
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1. The sampling procedure TOr this study was a poss1ble 
threat to its validity. The participants were not randomly 
selected by the exper1menter, hence, there was a chance 
that one group may be aTTected by maturation while the other 
was not or, in general terms, the groups may have been 
diTTerent in some way to begin with. 
2. The small sampling size was deTlnately a lim1tation 
to this study such that the loss OT a Tew members OT a group 
could have s1gniTicantly changed the results on the 
dependant measures. 
3. The test1ng procedure may have been threat to the 
validity OT this study, as with any pre-test post-test the 
participants may remember the questions. 
4. Interaction among residents OT the dlTTerent houses 
may have aTTected the valid1ty OT the study. Res1dents may 
have discussed "group" while at school, which may have 
contaminated the results. 
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5. The generalizeability o~ the results o~ the program 
1s also a limitation to this study since the residents are 
all male, o~ a special populat1on, res1de in the mld-west o~ 
the United States, and may not be typical o~ all adolecsents 
in institutions. The population with which this type o~ 
study deals (angry adolescents) is an extremely di~~icult 
one to do any type o~ research with, or testing on due to 
their habitual de~iance and uncooperativeness. 
6. Exper1mental bias could be a threat to the 1nternal 
validity o~ the study, as the author ~ac1litated both groups 
and may have unintentionally put extra e~~ort into one o~ 
the groups and not the other. Also the ~acilitators' 
competence in delivering the treatments may have been an 
important ~actor in determining the results .o~ this study. 
7. The durat1on o~ th1s program was another 
limitation. Futher sessions would have gone a long way 1n 
prov1ding better understanding o~ the program's content. 
In discuss1ng and coming to conclusions about the 
results o~ th1s study one can take into consideration 
the two ma1n obJectives of the study. Which were: 1) to 
design an anger management program for adolescents in an 
institution which consisted of cognitive-behavioral 
techniques to anger management, as well as the use of 
awareness of anger techniques; and 2> to evaluate this 
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program's effectiveness. The program has been designed and 
completed. To evaluate the treatment one can divide the 
program into its three basic components <cognitive, 
behavioral, and awareness of anger>, and each component's 
results. 
The NPI scores were the measures that were used to 
evaluate the cognitive aspect of the participants' movement 
in anger management <~hat has been termed the particpant's 
response to provocating s1tuations>. The results indicate 
that there was no significant difference in decrease of 
scores in the anger awareness group as compared to the 
dialectical group. Even though the results show substantial 
decrease by the anger management group, these changes were 
not large enough to be significant. Previous studies have 
shown anger management programs to make significant gains in 
reducing angry responses in subjects <Deffenbacher et 
al.,1987; Feindler et al., 1986; Goldstein and Glick, 1987; 
Moon and Eisler, 1987; Novaco, 1975). The question then 
remains why did the particpants in this study's anger 
management group not show significant gains 1n the reduction 
of anger. Apart from the possible threats to validity and 
llmltatlons of the study given prlor, one must also take 
1nto cons1deration the participants motivation to learn the 
particular sk1lls that the awarenss o~ anger group 
presented. Most o~ the participants o~ the group were 1n 
the institution ~or, among o~her re~sons, their lack o~ 
scholastic motivation. It is plausable to hypothesize that 
lack o~ motivation to learn 1n school may gene~alize to such 
activities as g~oup co,unseling. 
Incidents in the institut1on and at school were used to 
evaluate the behavioral component o~ the program <what 
a~~ect the program had on the participants management o~ 
provocation>. The results 1ndicated that there was no 
s1gni~icant di~~e,rence 1n reduct1on o~ the number o~ 
incidents in the awareness of anger group when compared to 
the alte~native treatment group. Again there was a 
substancial decrease in incidents in the group that received 
the program but not enough to be statisically signi~icant. 
As with the cognit1ve measure, one can point to the 
participants' motivation, as well as the prev1ously 
mentioned limitat1ons and threats to val1d1ty as ~actors 1n 
not rejecting the null hypothes1s. In add1tion to th1s, 
there is the possib1lity that the partic1pants had not 
learned to generalize the skills learned in the program to 
settings other than the 
group, hence were not able to deal w1th provocat1on much 
more e~~ectively. 
In the absence o~ better methods o~ measur1ng the 
participants' awareness o~ anger, analysis of subJeCtlve 
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observations were used to evaluate the change 1n the 
awareness o~ anger that the partic1pants might have 
undergone. The numerous examples, descriptions, and 
accounts o~ experiences in anger that were generated in the 
awareness o~ anger group attest to the ~act that the 
awareness o~ anger group may have become more ~amiliar With 
their emotional states o~ anger than the alternative group, 
which did no~ have such a ~ocus. 
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In conclusion, 1t is possible to change institution-
alized adolescents awareness to anger as this study 
demonstrates, and change also their cognitive and behavioral 
orientation to anger for the better, as previous studies 
have shown <Feindler et al.,1987>. However, as this study 
also shows, there are multiples o~ variables that need to be 
taken Into consideration to replicate programs that show 
positive gains in the cognition and behavior as regards 
management o~ anger in this parti~ularly di~~icult group. 
Recommendations 
In light o~ this study the ~allowing recommendations 
are presented ~or ~urther research in this area. 
1. Institutions In which larger samples are available 
than was the case ~or this study would be more convenient 
<will give more power> in terms o~ statistical evaluation, 
and could reduce ·such internal threats to validity as 
mortality and maturation. 
2. A population that can be ~andomly selected would also 
be of benefit in the des1gn of fu~ther research in th1s 
area. 
3. Also, selecting diffe~e~t populat1ons than those used 
for this study may afford better ~esults and also afford 
further general1zability of the pos1tive outcomes of this 
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study. Adults, for example may respond better to pract1s1ng 
awareness of anger exers1zes and in do1ng homework 
assignments involving behavioral or cognit1ve rehearsal. 
4. If done with a s1milar population, motivational 
factors may be taken into further consideration than was the 
case 1n th1s study. Such motivation factors as ~ewards for 
completed assignments and consequences for uncooperatlve 
and disruptive behavior may be cons1dered. Peer norms and 
learning styles are other motivational factors that may be 
taken into conside~ation when unde~tak1ng a study such as 
this. 
5. Extending the program beyond eight weeks, with 
additional prog~amming is also an additional option that may 
make a d1fference in'this type of ~eseach. 
6. Involving o~ training family members for partic1pants 
that are at home, and staff members fmr participants 1n 
institutions, as well as school staff, may help 1n a bette~ 
delivery of the program components~ Th1s may also help 1n 
genralizing to settings other than that 1n wh1ch the program 
1s conducted. In addition to this the anger management 
approach to dealing with anger can be used in conjunct1on 
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w1th ~am1lv based treatments to g1ve a more hol1st1c 
approach to th1s problem. 
7. A more direct and obJective measure o~ awareness o~ 
anger might also be in order ~or ~uture reseach. Perhaps a 
phys1olog1cal measure such as 1s prov1ded by b1o~eedback 
instruments. 
8. Finally, a personal recommendation would be ~or ~uture 
research to put a greater emphasis on teaching about anger 
and less methods ~or controling anger, so as to encourage 
be~riending and embrac1ng anger rather than alienating 1t. 
9. The use o~ trained objective ~acil1tators w1th no or 
equal investment in the treatments might also be considered. 
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APPENDIX A 
INFORMED CONSENT 
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CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPATION IN 
AWARENESS OF ANGER PROGRAM. 
!, __________________________________ , hereby give 
authorization to my taking part in an eight week awareness 
of anger counseling group. The program w1ll'start 1n 
January and run throug~ February and end in March 1990. 
I unders~and that participation 1s voluntary and that I 
am free to withdraw my consent and participation in this 
proJect at any time without penalty after notifying the 
proJect director. 
BO 
I may contact Akintunde Morakinyo at telephone number 
624-8704, or Terry Maciula, University Research Serv1ces 001 
Life Sciences East Oklahoma ~tate University, Stillwater, 
OK. 74078: Telephone number 744~7500, for further 
Information or questions about the program. 
I have read and fully understand this consent form. I 
sign 1t freely and vountarily~ For participants under the 
age of 18 a recognized guardian must s1gn. 
Director Date PartiCipator Date 
Oklahoma Lions Boys Ranch 
APPENDIX 8 
RELAXATION EXERCISES 
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B~eathing Relaxation <Exerc1se # 1) 
The pu~pose of th1s exers1ze is to see the ~elat1onsh1p 
between au~ breath1ng and our moods. When we are ~elaxed 
and calm our breathing is ~elaxed and calm. When we are 
angry and upset our breathing is,harsh and qu1ck. We can 
exper1ence this for ourselves ,by do1ng a little breath1ng 
exers1ze. 
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For example, pay attention to your breathing right now. 
Pay attention to how it feel~ when you b~sathe in and how it 
feels when you breath out. Now begin to breathe very softly 
thru your nose fa~ a few minutes. It helps to close your 
eyes as you do th1s. On breathing In, imagine ocean waves or 
the t1de of a river slowly coming towards you. On breath1ng 
out imagine the waves mov~ng away from you ••. Continue to 
imagine this for a while. 
Muscle Relaxation <Exercise # 2> 
1) We are now going to do some muscle ~elaxation so as to 
see the difference between being ~elaxed and be1ng tense. 
2> We are going to tense and relax each group of muscles 
twice moving from our feet up to our heads. Try to pay 
attention to the diffe~ence between being tense and ~elaxed. 
It Is 1mportant to tense your muscles as much as 
possible. Ohce you do this, on releasing the tension the 
muscles w1ll relax on the1r own. As you tense one part of 
your body keep the other parts relaxed. 
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3) <Fe1ndler- 1986> Put your legs down push them 1nto the 
~loor and curl your ~eet upwards. Hold them 1n this postion 
~or a while and then relax them. Repeat this. Tense. 
Hal d. Relax. 
4> Li~t yo~r legs up curl your ~eet and toes up. Hold. Relax 
Repeat this. Tense. Hold. Relax. 
5) Tense your stomach muscles as 1~ someone where about to 
hit you there. Hold. Relax: Repeat this. Tense. Hold. 
Relax. 
6) Shrug and rotate your shoulders. Relax. Repeat this 
7) Push your head back and hold ~or a wh1le, now let your 
head drop ~orward on to your chest. Stra1ghten your head. 
Repeat. Back. Hold. Forward. Hold. Straighten. 
8) Bend both elbows and thlghten your biceps ~nd make ~ists. 
Hold these t1ght ~or a while. Relax. Now Repeat. Tense. 
Hold. Relax. 
9) Now make a big ~rown on your ~ace ,clench your teeth and 
close your eyes tight. Hold . Relax. Repeat. Tense. Hold. 
Relax. 
10) Now tense as many muscle groups as you can. Hold ~or a 
wh1le .• and relax. 
Open your eyes. 
Repeat Tense. Hold ~or a while. 
Relaxation Exer-c1se # 3 
Part one 
Relax. 
We are go1ng to do another breathing relaxation exerc1se. 
Sit st~aight in you~ cha1~ and close you~ eyes. Be as qu1et 
and still as poss1ble. B~eathe th~u you~ nose. Pay 
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attent1on to you~ b~eath1ng. Is 1t calm a~ hu~~1ed, fast a~ 
slow? Now slow you~ b~eathing down by pay1ng attention to 
you~ breath going in, and your breathe go1ng out. Imag1ne 
b~eathing in clean, f~esh, cool, air. As you b~eathe 1n 
this a1~, 1t calms and relaxes you~ body. Imagine the a1r 
Cl~culating thru you~ body picking up all the anger and 
tension. As you breathe out imagine all the tension and 
ange~ leaving you~ body. As you b~eathe in you are bring1ng 
calm and relaxation. As you breathe out you a~e lett1ng go 
of your anger and tension. Continue this fa~ a while. Feel 
your body becoming more and mo~e calm and relaxed. 
Part two 
Now that you are relaxed, pay attent1on to how your body 
feels. Start w1th your feet, how do they feel? Now pay 
attent1on to your leg from your knees to you~ ankles. How do 
they feel? Now pay attention to your legs from your knee up 
to your hips. How does that feel? Pay attention to you~ body 
f~om your wa1st to you~ neck. How does that feel? Pay 
attent1on to both arms, how do they feel? Now pay attent1on 
to your neck. What 1s the feeling in this area of the body? 
Now pay attent1on to you~ mouth and jaw. What do these areas 
feel l1ke? Pay attent1on to your fo~ehead. How does th1s 
feel? Now pay attent1on once more to your breath1ng th~u 
vou~ nose. 
awh1le. 
How does th1s feel? Stav with th1s feeling fo~ 
Pa~t th~ee 
Now as you b~eathe imag1ne that you are walking through a 
beaut1ful ga~den. The garden 1s full of all the t~ees and 
flowers that you can poss1bly 1magine. Explore th1s garden 
TOY a while. Now as you walk the garden leads 1nto a g~eat 
Torest ~1th tall trees. As you walk in the Torest you come 
to a Clea~ing in WhlCh the~e is a waterfall. Explore this 
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Tor a while. Now as you cont1nue to walk the fo~est leads to 
a deserted beach with wh1te sand and plam t~ees. You s1t 
down TOr a wh1le on the beach and watch the waves oT the 
ocean mov1ng towards you and then away T~om you. As you 
breathe in imagine these waves move towards you, and as you 
breathe out imagine ~he waves moving away from you. Pay 
attention to th1s for a while. Now very slowly open you~ 
eyes. 
Relaxat16n exe~c1se # 4 
Breathe in l1ke th1s (facilltator demonst~ates breath1ng 
techn1que as 1nst~uction is given). Take a deep breath by 
filling up your abdomen/stomach, then your lungs and then 
Tinally your chest then b~eathe out thru your nose, ve~y 
slowly. 
I am go1ng to count to ten. On each count go thru one cycle 
of b~eathing 1n and out as just described, fo~ example, if 
I count One we w1ll b~eathe 1n and then b~eathe out and on 
the count o~ two b~eathe 1n and then out aga1n. 
Lets try th1s with ou~ eyse closed. 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9-10. 
Now imagine you have t~anspa~ent astral body ins1de of you. 
Imagine 1t is JUst like a deflated bailnn and that on each 
count as you breathe 1n you are bring1ng in air that makes 
you expand and become light and weightless. As you breathe 
out you a~e remov1ng f~om you~ astral body all the heavy 
stuff that p~events you f~om floating. 
1- you are bringing a1r 1nto your self 
2- you are becoming larger 
3- you are beaming lighter 
4- you are now so light that 'you can float 
5- imagine you are floating above you~ seat 
6- 1magine you are rising slowly into the air 
7- now you are half way to the roof 
8- as you come closer to the ~oof you notice that it is 
transparent. 
9- as you float thru the roof you look down and see your 
self 
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10- as you look at your sel~ from high above s1tt1ng 1n this 
~oom you real1ze that there 1s no need to be angry and up 
set 
1- Imagine that you are calm and relaxed 
2- now that you are calm and relaxed you beg1n to float back 
down 
3- you are slowly coming down 
4- you are in the center of the room 
5- you begin to go back 1n to your sol1d self. 
6- your transparent self begins to become smaller 
7- 1magine your astral self becoming even smaller 
8- now your astral self becomes so small that you can not 
see it 
9- but you still feel calm and relaxed 
10- remember that your can always breathe air into th1s 
imaginary astral body whenever your are feel1ng angry or 
upset. 
Slowly open your eyes. 
Relaxation Exercise # 5 
Pass1ve muscle relaxat1on script. <Feindler 1986> 
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Try to get as comfortabl~ as poss1ble. Just breathe 1n 
through your mouth fully and completely. With each out 
breath, qu1etly allow all the tensions to leave your body. 
Just breathe 1n naturally, deeply, and breathe out freely 
and completely. You have the power and the will to let your 
da1ly thoughts and concerns dr1ft out of your m1nd. Imag1ne 
you are watching oce~n waves com1ng in and go1ng out, ~om1ng 
1n and go1ng out. The waves going out are your thoughts 
leaving you and the waves coming 1n are waves of relaxation 
spread1ng throughout your body. As your m1nd calms and 
clears completely, all thoughts and all distract1ons w1ll 
leave you just by breath1ng them away. 
P1cture yoursel~ on the tenth ~loor o~ a mordern sky 
scraper. You are about to enter onto a very slow mov1ng 
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elevator. Hold on to the Slde rail so that you ~eel sa~e as 
you slowly dr1~t down ~rom ~1oor to ~loor. As the ~loors 
pass you by, you w1ll become more deeply relaxed. Imag1ne 
you have just passed the n1nth ~loor and are slowly mov1ng 
down to the eight ~loor. As you dr1~t down to this ~loor, 
pay attention to relaxing your arms and hands. Just let 
these musles go completely loose and l1mp. Let your arms 
and hands sink into the sur~ace they are resting on, 
becoming more relaxed and very heavy • I~ you are ~eel1ng 
any tension 1n your ,arms or hands, just breathe it away as 
you slowly pass by the eighth ~loor and gradually dri~t to 
the seventh floor 1nto a much deeper relaxation. As you 
approach the seventh ~loor, cont1nue to breathe 1n deeply 
and breathe out ~ully and completely. As you cont1nue your 
downward descent on this very slow mov1ng elevator pay 
attention to your forehead and iet it relax by becom1ng calm 
and smooth. Let the muscles around your eyes become relaxed 
by just relax1ng calmly and naturally. Allow th1s relaxed 
~eel1ng to spread down around your jaw and 1nto your mouth 
as the slow moving elevator passes the seventh ~loor. Pay 
attent1on to the muscles in your neck as you dr1~t into 
deeper relaxati~n, and i~ you are feeling any t1ghtness 1n 
th1s area let 1t go by just breathing calmly and naturally. 
Allow th1s feel1ng to spread down to your ,Jaw and into your 
mouth as the slow mov1ng elevator passes the seventh floor. 
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Pay attention to the muscles in your neck as you dr1ft 1nto 
a deeper relaxation, and 1f you are feel1ng any t1ghtness in 
this area just let it go by breathing 1t away. Relax your 
shoulders as the elevator you are riding on slowly drifts 
down to the sixth floor. Let this very deep relAxatlon 
scread to your chest and ~tomach area as you slowly pass by 
the s1xth floor. Notice now how you are in a much calmer 
relaxed state than when you entered onto the elevator on the 
lOth floor. Relax your back now as you drift slowly by the 
fifth floor, becoming much more relaxed and at ease. Allow 
th1s realxation to deepen as you breathe more naturally and 
calmly pay attent1on to the upper parts of your legs and 
not1ce how this area of your body is becoming comfortablly 
heavy and warm •. You are now approaching the fourth floor 
as your upper legs sink into the cush1ons they are resting 
on. As you pass by the fourth floor you are feeling a very 
deep relaxation, heaviness, warmth throughout your body. 
This relaxation and pleasant, comfortable sensation 1s now 
spreading further down 1nto your knees as you approach the 
third floor on this very slow moving elevator. Cont1nue to 
breathe deeply and naturally as this very deep, heavy 
relaxation spreads down from your kness 1nto your calves as 
your drift by the third floor. You are slowly com1ng to the 
end of your elevator ride as your legs become heav1er and 
heavier. As you pass by the second floor you can feel the 
relaxation spreading down 1nto your feet and toes. You have 
now reached the bottom floor. As you get off the elevator 
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you ~1nd yoursel~ surrounded by your ~avor1te outdoor scene. 
Th1s lS a favora1te place o~ yours, and you are there bv 
yoursel~ dur1ng a very calm and peaceful day. The sky above 
you is blue and the grass around you is green. Take a 
moment and f1nd a com~ortable place to l1e down 1n the fresh 
green grass so that you can ~eel the warmth o~ the sun and 
the coolness o~ the ever so calm,spring breeze blow1ng 
through the leaves o~ the hills that surround you. You ~eel 
sa~e and secure in this very pr1vate spec1al place. You may 
go there any t1me that you wish just by using your creat1ve 
1magination and by breathing. calmly and naturally. Remember 
you have control over your body. When you are ready you may 
gradually become awake by bringing yoursel~ back to this 
room. Tell yoursel~: I am re~eshed and awake. Take a deep 
breath, now stretch. And let the feelings o~ relaxation and 
calmness you have JUst exeperienced stay with you throughout 
the rest o~ your day and week. 
APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE AND ANSWER GUIDE 
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Anger Jnyentory 
For each of the follov.in,g Items, please rate the degree to which the inci-
dent described by the item would anger or provoke you by using the fol-
lowmg scale: 
A E c D E 
not at all a little some-not much much very n::1ch 
Use the same scale for all of the items. Please score your respor.ses to 
the items on the answer sheet provided. Try to imagn~e the incident 
actually happening to you. and then indicate the extent to ''· hich Ji. \\-otdd 
haYe made you angry by scoring the answc:r sheet. 
1. On your way to go somewhere, you discove-r that you ha\ e lost the 
keys to your car. 
2. Gomg for a haircut and getting more cut off than you v;anted. 
3. Being overcharged by a repairman who has you over a barrel. 
4. Being sinr:led out for correction, when the actions of others £0 un-
._ '- '-
noticed. 
5. You are walking along, minding your 0\\n business, when so:neone 
comes rushing past, knocking you out of his way. 
6. Being caJied a liar. 
7. You are in the midst of a dispute, and the other person calls \'OU a 
"stupid jerk." 
8. Hearing that a person has been deprived of his constitutional nghts. 
9. Someone borrows your car, consumes one-third of a tank of ps. and 
doesn't replace it or compensate you for it. 
10. People who think that they are ahvays right. 
11. You unpack an appliance that yoG· have just bought, plug it i:1. and 
discover that it doesn't work. 
12. You are waiting to be served at a restaurant. Fifteen minutes have 
gone by, and you still haven't even received a glass of water. 
13. Struggling to carry four cups of coffee to your table at a ca:·eteria, 
someone bumps into you, spilling the coffee. 
14. Getting your car stuck in the mud or snow. 
15. You are typing a term paper, hurrying to make the deadline, and the 
typewriter jams. 
16. Employers who take advantage of their employees' need for work by 
demanding more than they have a right to. 
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17. Watching someone bully another person who is pbysically smaller 
than he is. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
Professors who refuse to listen to your point of \ie\v. 
You have hung up ) our clothes, but someone knocks them to the 
floor and fails to pick them up. 
Being stood-up for a date. 
Someone sneaks into your room and takes your wallet. 
You are driving to pick up a friend at the airport and are forced to 
wait for a long freight train. 
You are driving along at 45 mph, and the guy behind you 1s right 
on your bumper. 
You are talking to someone, and he doesn't answer you. 
Hitting your finger '' ith a hammer. 
Ne\\ spapers slantmg the news against a man in political office to make 
him look bad to the public. 
You have made arrangements to go somewhere \vith a perso.n \\ ho 
backs off at the last minute and leaves you hanging. 
People asking personal questions of you just for their 0\\·n curiosity. 
Your car is stalled at a traffic light, and the buy behind you keeps 
blowing his horn. 
\Vatching someone berate another person to excess. 
Being pushed or sho\ ed by someone in an argument. 
You accidentally make the wrong kind of a turn in a parking lot. As 
you get out of your car someone yells at you, "\Vhere d1d you learn 
to drive?" 
Someone who pretends to be something that he is not. 
You walk out to the parking lot, and you discover that your car :tas 
been towed 2way by the campus police. 
\Vorking hard on a project and &etting a poor grade. 
Someone makes a mistake and blames it on vou. 
,I 
You g-et in your c2.r to drive to work, and the car won't start. 
Being hounded by a salesman from the moment that you walk into a 
store. 
Being given an unnecessarily difficult exam \\hen you need a good 
grade. 
'-
you are deprived of a promotion to \\ hich you are entitled because 
you haven't played up enough to the right people. 
Someone who tries to make you feel guilty. 
You are trying to concentrate, and a person near you is tapping his 
foot. 
Someortc else's do& routinely defecating in your front yard. 
When you are criticized in front of others for something that you have 
done. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
53. 
5-+. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
..... ..., 
I;). 
74. 
75. 
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You lend someone an important book and they fail to return it. 
In the parking lot where you have left your ca~, the person \\hose c::J.r 
is next to yours swings open his door, chipping the paint from your 
car. 
Getting cold soup or vegetables in a restaurant. 
Someone who is always trymg to get "one-up'' on you. 
lfs a cold morning and you have an 8 o'clock class. Begrudgingiy, 
you get there on time, but the prof arri\ es 15 m~nutes late and an-
nounces that he is cancelling the class: 
You are sitting next to someone who is smoking. and he is letting the 
smoke drift right into your face. 
People who constantly brag about themselves. 
Being thrown into a S\\ imming pool \\ ith :our clothes on. 
Being joked about or teased. 
Banging your shins agamst a piece of furniture. 
Being on the recei\ ing end of a practical joke. 
Being forced to do something that you don't want to do. 
You are in a discussion \\ ith someone who persists in an:.u:ng a tout 
" .... 
a topic he knows very little about. 
Losing a game that you\\ anted to win. 
Being told to "go to hell. .. 
Someone making fun of the clothes that you are \\ earing. 
Someone sticking their nose into an argument bet\\ een \ ou ::md some-
~ .... . 
one else. 
Being forced to participate in psychological experiments. 
You are v,alking along on a rainy day, and a car drives past. splaslm1g 
you \Vith water from the street. 
Acts of prejudice against a minority or ethnic group. 
Someone spits at you. 
You need to get som~where quickly but the car in front of) ou is g.__,_ ; 
25 mph in a 40 mph zone, and you can't pass. 
Being talked about behmd vour back. 
~ . 
Stepping on a gob of che\\ ing gum. 
Heo.ring that a very wealth) man has paid zero income tax 
You have just cleaned up an area and organized the things in it, but 
someone comes along and messes it up. 
Getting h1t in the back of the head with a snowball. 
You are involved in watching a TV program, and someo:1e comes 
along and sv.;itches the channel. 
Being told by an employer or professor that you have done poor \:t. ork . 
You are in a ball game, and one of your opponents is unnecessarily 
rough. 
Being mocked by a small group of people as you pass them. 
76. Acts of economic exploitation \\hereby businessmen take advantage 
of need and demand an excessive profit. 
77. Being pumshed for saying what you really believe. 
78. You are in a theater ticket line, and someone cuts in front of you. 
79. Being forced to do something in a way that someone else thinks that 
it should be done. 
80. You use your last 10¢ to make a phone call, and you are discon-
nected before you finish dialing. 
81. In a hurry to get somewhere, you tear a good pair of slacks on a sharp 
object. 
82. Being misled or deceived by a man holding political office. 
83. You are out on a date with sorneone who subtly or indirectly conveys 
to ) ou that you just don't measure up to their standards. 
84. You are at a shopping center, and two e·, angelistic people s~op you 
and ·want to convert you to their religious ideas. 
85. 'Vhile \\ashing your fa\orite cup, you drop it and it breaks. 
86. Getting punched ~n the mouth. 
87. Being falsely accused of cheating. 
8S. Someone ripping off your automobile antenna. 
8Y. Discovering that you were deliberately sold defective merchandise. 
90. People "ho are cruel to animals. 
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APPENDIX D 
HANDOUT: SELF STATEMENTS FOR DEALING WITH ANGER 
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EXAMPLES OF SELF STATEMENTS FOR DEALING WITH ANGER 
<Novaco 1975) 
This is going to upset me but I know how to deal w1th 1t. 
What lS 1t that I have to do? 
I can work out a plan to handle th1s. 
I can manage th1s s1tuation .. I know how to regulate my 
anger. 
I~ I ~ind mysel~ gett1ng upset, I'll know what to do. 
There won't be any need ~or an argument. 
Try not to take th1s too ser1ously. 
This could be a testy situat1on, but I believe in mysel~. 
Time ~or a ~ew deep breaths o~ relaxation. 
com~ortable, relaxed and at ease. 
Feel 
Easy does 1 t. Remember to keep your sense o~ humor. 
Stay calm. Just cont1nue to relax. 
As long as I keep my cool, I'm in control. 
Just roll with the punches, don't get bent out o~ shape. 
Think o~ what you want to get out o~ th1s. 
You don't need to prove yousel~. 
There lS no point in getting mad. 
Don't make more out o~ this than you have to. 
I'm not going to let him get to me. 
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Look fa~ posit1ves. 
conclus1ons. 
Don't assume the wo~st o~ Jump to 
It's ~elly a shame that she has to act like this. 
Fa~ some one to be that i~~itable, he must be awfully 
unhappy. 
If I sta~t to get mad, I'll just be bang1ng my head aga1nst 
the wall. so I might as well just ~elax. 
The~e 1s no need to doubt myself . What he says does not 
matte~. 
I'm on top of the situation and it's unde~ cont~ol. 
My muscles a~e sta~ting to feel tight. 
slow th1ngs down. 
Gett1ng upset won't help. 
It's Just not wo~th it to get so ang~y. 
I'll let h1m make a fool of h1mself. 
Time to ~elax and 
I have a ~ight to be annoyed,. but let's keep the lid on. 
t1me to take the issue point by point. 
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My ange~ is a signal of what I need to do. 
myself. 
T1me to inst~uct 
I'm not go1ng to get pushed a~ound, but am not go1ng hayw1~e 
e1the~. 
T~y to ~eason it out. T~eat each othe~ with ~espect. 
Let's t~y a coope~at1ve app~oach. Maybe we a~e both ~1ght. 
Negatives lead to mo~e negatives. Wo~k const~uctively. 
He'd p~obably l1ke me to get ~eally ang~y. 
to d1sappo1nt h1m. 
We 1 l I ' m go 1 ng 
I can't expect people to act the way I want them to. 
Take it easy, don't get pushy. 
A> When conflict 1s un~esolved: 
Fo~get about the agg~evat1on. 
you upset. 
Think1ng about it only makes 
These a~e diff1cult s1tuations, and they take time to 
st~a1ghten out. 
T~y to shake it off. Don't let 1t inte~fe~e w1th you~ JOb. 
I'll get bette~ at th1s as I get mo~e p~act1se. 
Remebe~ ~elaxat1on. It's a lot bette~ than ange~. 
Can you laugh at lt? It's p~obably not so se~1ous. 
Don't take it pe~sonal 
Take a deep b~eath and think positive thoughts. 
8) When confl1ct 1s ~esolved o~ cop1ng is sucessful: 
I handled that ve~y well. It wo~ked. 
That was not as ha~d as I thought. 
It could have been wo~se. 
I actually got th~ough that with out gett1ng ang~y. 
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My p~1de can su~e get me into t~ouble, but when I don't take 
th1ngs too se~1ously, I'm bette~ off. 
I guess I've been gett1ng upset for too long when it was not 
necessa~y. I'm doing bette~ at th1s all the t1me. 
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